Understanding the magnetic properties of the various Mn doping configurations that can be encountered in 2H-MoS 2 monolayer could be beneficial for its use in spintronics. Using density functional theory plus Hubbard U (DFT+U) approach, we study how a single isolated, double-and triple-substitution configurations of Mn atoms within a MoS 2 monolayer could contribute to its total magnetization. We find that the doping-configuration plays a critical role in stabilizing a ferromagnetic state in a Mn-doped MoS 2 monolayer. Indeed, the Mn-Mn magnetic interaction is found to be ferromagntic and strong for Mn in equidistant substitution positions where the separation average range of 6-11Å. The strongest ferromagnetic interaction is found when substitutions are in second nearest neighbors Mo-sites of the armchair chain. Clustering is energetically favorable but it strongly reduces the ferromagnetic exchange energies. Our results suggest that ordering the Mn dopants on MoS 2 monolayer is needed to increase its potential ferromagnetism. 
type of interaction is due to the presence of delocalized carriers between Mn impurities. However, the double-exchange mechanism was ruled out by Mishra et al. [18] based on the fact that there exists an antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling between Mn atoms and their closest Sulfur atoms.
More recently, another origin of magnetic interaction among Mn impurities in MoS 2 ML has been proposed and called successive spin polarizations (SSP) [37, 38] . The SSP magnetic coupling model is based on the spin-polarization induced by impurities in the host material to their nearest environment, i.e the closest atoms mainly [37] [38] [39] [40] . In particular, a specific Mn impurity dictates the spin polarization of its first Next Nearest neighbors (NN), namely Mo and S, which in return dictate the spin polarization of the NN possible dopant [37, 38] . Unlike the double-exchange mechanism, the SSP FM coupling is based on localized electronic processes that take place between Mn impurities [37] . Therefore, the SSP FM coupling can take place at low magnetic dopant concentrations which can be below the percolation threshold [37, 38] . Hence, a local enhancement of FM coupling by manipulating Mn-doping configurations may lead to avoid the need of high-doping concentration and still get strong ferromagnetism. Since the doping concentration cannot be easily controlled in experiment [22] , the risk is high to lose the semi-conducting property of MoS 2 ML at large dopant concentration [22] . To do this, one must first understand the role of doping configurations in stabilizing the FM state of MoS 2 monolayer.
In both studies of Ramasubramaniam and Naveh [20] and Mishra et al. [18] , the FM coupling strength between two Mn impurities was found to decrease with respect to Mn-Mn distance's increasing. Additionally, according to the SSP model, one can expect that the strength of the FM coupling can also depend drastically of the very local configuration between the two Mn atoms [37] [38] [39] [40] . For instance, in the case of 1T −MoS 2 ML doped by substitution with Mn atoms, the strength of their magnetic interaction was found to be highly dependent on their relative positions [41] . Indeed, the FM coupling was found more pronounced when two Mn dopants were separated by 6.38Å than by 3.81Å [41] . Mind that similar conclusions have be drawn already in the case of FM coupling between Co atoms embedded in a single graphene sheet [42] .
In Ref. [20] it was shown that the ferromagnetism in Mn-doped MoS 2 ML becomes important when the Mn-doping concentration increases. In particular, in 10-15% Mn-doping range, the Curie temperature was found to be above room temperature. Motivated by this result, Jieqiong et al. [22] succeeded to elaborate a MoS 2 ML heavily doped with Mn impurities which gives rise to robust ferromagnetism. However, they also demonstrated that the different resulting doping configura-tions contribute differently, and even not, to the overall ML's ferromagnetism [22] . On the one hand, those Mn with nearest neighbors forming Mn clusters are typically antiferromagnetic and thus do not contribute to the overall magnetization. On the other hand, only those Mn dopants that are at suitable distances can order ferromagnetically [22] . The diversity of magnetic behaviour of the different Mn doping configurations in MoS 2 ML results on two different FM phases in this material [22] . Therefore, distinguishing these different contributions is of high interest in order to potentially control magnetism in Mn-doped MoS 2 ML.
Using Density Functional Theory plus Hubbard term (DFT+U), we perform a comprehensive investigation of structural stability and magnetic properties, namely magnetic exchange interaction and magnetic moments, of few near Mn-dopants inside MoS 2 ML. By placing Mn atoms in armchairand/or zigzag-substitution Mo-sites with different Mn-Mn distances, we generate several doping configurations. Our aim is to explore the effect of these doping configurations on the magnetic coupling nature and strength among Mn impurities. To this end, the outline of this paper is as follows: we start by the description of our computational details methods in section II. In section III we present and discuss our results for MoS 2 ML with multiple Mn dopings: in III. A, we validate our computational parameters and approachs by comparing our results of the isolated Mn-induced magnetic and electronic properties to that of literature. In III. B, we study the structural stability, pairwise exchange interaction of two Mn-dopants placed on armchair or zigzag chains as a function of Mn-Mn separations. In III. C, to broaden our understanding of the magnetic exchange interaction behavior versus the doping configurations, we add a third Mndopant. Indeed, by manipulating the three dopant positions, we are able to determine the effect of the doping clustering, doping shape (tiangle-or line-like) and equidistant or non-equidistant doping on the magnetic properties. We also discuss the dependence of the magnetic exchange interaction on inter-dopant distances. Our results are compared to previous calculations and to the experiment of Jieqiong et al. [22] . Finally, we conclude our results in section IV.
II. Methods and Computational details
Our work was based on spin-polarized DFT implemented in Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [43, 44] . The exchange-correlation interaction was described using the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) formulation of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [45] . In addition, for 3d Mn orbitals, the Hubbard U correction (GGA+U) [46] , was adopted. An on-site Hubbard U parameter of 5 eV, assigned to Mn impurity in Ref. [47] , was considered. The core potential was approximated by the projected augmented wave (PAW) scheme [48] . A cutoff energy of 400 eV for the plane-wave basis set, was found sufficient to achieve a meV convergence in energy in conjunction with a Brillouin zone sampling of 4×4×1 Gamma-centered Monkhorst-Pack grids. Finer grids (8×8×1) were used for density of states investigations. The criteria of atom force convergence, used for the structure relaxations, was fixed to 0.02 eV/Å.
A distance of 20Å between adjacent MoS 2 MLs in perpendicular direction was considered to eliminate spurious interactions resulting from the periodic boundary conditions. Three cases of Mn doping were adopted: an isolated Mn atom per supercell, two Mn atoms per supercell and three Mn atoms per supercell. In order to significantly reduce longe range magnetic interaction between dopants in neighboring cells, a supercell of size 5×5×1 were used to contain one and two Mn dopants while for three Mn dopants, we have considered a 7×7×1 supercell.
The Mn impurities were placed in different positions inside the supercells. The exchange interaction among them was evaluated by the exchange energy, ∆E = E FM − E AFM . ∆E is the energy difference between the parallel and antiparallel impurity spin orientations. E FM and E AFM are the DFT total energies of self consistent calculations for the FM and AFM configurations, respectively.
The magnetic coupling nature (FM or AFM) and its strength was determined by the sign and amount of the exchange energy, respectively. It should be noted that our aim is to evaluate the exchange interaction through ∆E between a few dopants inside the supercell. A large negative ∆E indicates a large FM coupling with a relatively high Curie temperature [49, 50] . To get an idea about the stability of different configurations, their relative energies are listed in Table I . The lowest energy is identified to be configuration a which contains the closest Mn impurities. This is followed by the configurations d, b and c. One can notice that the configurations with armchair position substitutions are less stable than those with zigzag position substitutions.
Furthermore, we find that all double-doping configurations have a common total MM of ∼ 2µ B .
This value is similar to that found by many previous reports [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In coupling is based on the interaction with the spin-polarized neighboring atoms, namely S and Mo atoms [37] . The Mn-Mn FM coupling is justified by the fact that the two dopants are identical and both induce the same type of polarization on nearby atoms [37] . For all doping configurations, the induced spins on the nearby host atoms are antiparallel to those of the Mn dopants. The same spin density behavior has been found in previous studies [18] [19] [20] [21] . Furethermore, as shown in the table I, the local MMs of the dopants Mn are larger than the total MM of the doped monolayer.
In fact, the AFM coupling between the impurities of Mn and their host atoms NN is at the origin of the reduction of the total MM. This result is in agreement with Ref. [21] .
As we mentioned before, the FM coupling depends on the strength of the induced polarization on the NN anions mediating the two dopants. One can see clearly in figure 3 the difference in the Mn-Mn mediating spin density magnitude. For the different configurations in figure 3 , we classify the induced polarization between Mn dopants from the most important to the weakest as c than d, a and b configurations. For configuration b (figure 3b), the distance between two Mn dopants is 11.32Å which is so large that the SSP processes between them is weak and therefore one can consider them to be almost separated. For the rest of cases, we notice that the FM coupling is inversely proportional to the spin density magnitude that mediates the two Mn impurities. In particular, for the case of configuration c (figure 3c) there is a strong AFM coupling between Mn and the mediated S and Mo atoms, which weakens the FM interaction between the two dopants. In Table II In contrast to the first group, here the Mn atoms are placed in the NN positions (see figures 4d, 4g, 4j). In this case, the FM interaction of the TDC is weak since ∆E * is of the order of tens meV. In this group, the lowest ∆E * is found for configuration j. The origin of the reduction of the overall FM state of configuration j is attributed to the strong AFM coupling of the three dopants with the mediating atoms, see figure 5b . Therefore, clustering of Mn impurities in the monolayer is not preferable if we want to get strong ferromagnetism. This means that although clustering 
is energetically favorable, we need to avoid it. This result is consistent with an observation of Jieqiong et al. [22] in which those Mn with nearest neighbors form Mn clusters are typically AFM.
(iii) A weak FM interaction is also found in the third group which includes the configurations b, e, h, and k. Here, the three dopants are placed at different distances from each others (see figures 4b, 4e, 4h, 4k). In other words, one Mn dopant is far from the other two Mn which are close to each other. As shown in figure 5c for configuration h, a strong negative local MM of ∼ −0.4 µ B resides on the mediating Mo between the two close Mn and the far Mn dopant. This explains why the third far Mn reduces the FM state of configuration i. In Ref. [38] , according to SSP, if we dope with two different magnetic impurities, the spin polarization on the mediating host atom will take the characteristics of the stronger of the polarizations induced on it by the two neighboring impurities. In our case, the situation is quite similar, the two close Mn atoms act as one atom that induces a strong AFM polarization on the host atoms which dictates the spin plarization of the third Mn atom. This favors the tendency towards a weak FM coupling or even for an AFM coupling, as obtained for configuration e, between the two close Mn impurities and the far Mn impurity.
To get a better insight on the ferromagnetic stability of the TDCs, we plot in 6, ∆E * as a function of the average separation distances between the impurities. One notices that the most stable FM state is realized for the average separation distance ranging from 6 to 9Å. Outside these inter-impurity distances, the FM state is weakened but maintained up to large distances.
Our findings are in agreement with the experiment reported in Ref. [22] , which indicates that only Mn impurities that are at suitable distances can order ferromagnetically. Figure 6 shows furthermore that the doping configuration plays a criticial role in the magnetic stability of the impurities complexes since for comparable averaged inter-impurity distances the energy differences can be very different. For instance, ∆E * for configuration j (-10 meV) is about 5 times smaller than that of configuration g (-56 meV) although they are both characterized by the same averaged Mn-Mn distance.
After our discussion of the magnetic stability of the various complexes, we complete our study by evaluating the magnetic interactions among the Mn atoms. To this end, we map the energy differences obtained from first-principles for the various studied magnetic states to those of the classical Heiseberg model, H = − cases where the magnetic interaction becomes AFM: configuration e and h while for configuration d the magnetic interaction between the furthest apart Mn atoms is negligible.
IV. Conclusion
Performing DFT+U calculations, we show that the magnetic stability and the magnetic exchange interaction between neighbouring dopants is very sensitive to the doping-configuration geometry and the dopant separation distances. Our calculations suggest on the one hand that MMs increase, which reduces the FM exchange interaction. It should be noted that, the doping configuration in which the FM exchange is low are found energetically favorable indicating that
Mn impurities have the tendency to clustering within the MoS 2 ML. Our results show that doping control is very necessary to take advantage of magnetic properties of this material. This is achievable with atomic manipulation using scanning tunneling microscopy, which in its spin-polarized version allows even to extract magnetic exchange interactions at the atomic scale [51, 52] . This offers the possibility of confirming our predictions.
